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WELCOME NOTE
Greetings from Studio 205! I hope everyone had a restful break and an excellent first month back to school. A lot
has happened in art class since we finished our Yayoi Kusama unit back in
October. In this issue, you can see
some of the projects students completed last trimester. You will also find
updates on the new units we started in
January.
To get more frequent updates about
art class, follow @mcd_intl_art on Instagram, and of course, make sure to
check out Artsonia. If you ever have
questions about what’s happening in
the art studio, please feel free to email
me at asrengli@seattleschools.org.
If you would like to volunteer to help
out in Studio 205, you are welcome to
sign up here.
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“I try to give people a
different way of looking at
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their surroundings. That’s
art, to me.”

~Maya Lin
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Current Unit of Study:

COLOR THEORY
Kindergarten Mouse Paint
Since returning from winter break,
Kindergarteners have been learning
all about primary and secondary
colors. We have been using the
book Mouse Paint to learn how to
mix secondary colors from primary
colors. We are also practicing our
drawing, cutting and folding skills to
create our very own mouse paint flip
books.

1st & 2nd “Mad Science”
Color Experiments
In first and second grade art, we
have been talking about how artists
need to use science when they are
creating, especially when it comes
to color theory. They have been doing “color experiments” to review primary and secondary colors and explore how various colors “react” to
create new colors. Before delving into the element of color, we learned
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about shape and form, to help us
draw 3D beakers. Inside these beakers we conducted our color experiments. We will later combine these
beakers with other projects to create
a “Mad Science Collage”.
Before mixing colors with paint, we made hypotheses about how colors would “react” in this
food dye experiment
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Current Unit of Study:

COLOR THEORY
3rd Grade Color Challenge
Third graders have delved into color
theory with the “100 Color Challenge”. Given only the primary colors and white, they have been
asked to mix one hundred different
colors. As they paint and invent,
they record their favorite colors on
recipe cards that we will later use
for a value scale project.
3rd Graders mixing colors for the “100 Color
Challenge”

4th Grade Value Scales
Fourth graders have been revisiting a LaCroix Pop Art project
that they began last trimester
when we were practicing observational contour drawing.
Having drawn their LaCroix cans
and added watercolor, they
are now creating a Pop Art
background, that also serves as
a value scale. To create this
background they are learning
how to mix tints and shades of a
color, in addition to learning
about complimentary color relationships.
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Current Unit of Study:

5th GRADE PRINTMAKING
Mentor Artist: Utagawa Hiroshige
In preparation for their own relief printmaking projects, fifth graders are studying one
of the great masters of printmaking, Utagawa Hiroshige. They began this unit by analyzing prints from Hiroshige's series, The 53
Stations of the Tokaido, discovering the
bold complimentary color schemes and
dynamic lines that characterized 19th century Japanese landscape. Students in Ms.
Kathleen’s class were already familiar with
Students analyze prints by Hiroshige
these works
from a poetry unit last trimester.

50 Views of Mount Rainier
Students also studied Hiroshige’s series, 36
Views of Mount Fuji, from which we have
drawn inspiration for our own linocut prints.
Students will have the choice to create prints
of a landscape that is important to them and
their experiences, or to contribute to a class
series, focusing on our own geographic claim
to fame, Mount Rainier. We are
finishing up our landscape
sketches, and soon we will start
carving our linoleum blocks. Students will also have the opportunity to use a real, professional
Print from Hiroshige’s series, 36 Views of Mount Fuji, & a
printing press, which Studio 205 is
sketch for upcoming 5th grade series, 50 Views of Mount
very privileged to own.
Rainier
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Fall Highlights:

DRAWING & MORE
K & 1st Fun with Larry the Line
For Fall Trimester, Kindergarten and first
grade art classes focused on the element of line. Our snake friend, Larry the
Line helped us learn about line direction (horizontal, vertical, etc.) and types
(wavy, zig-zag, etc.). From our rainbow
line project, to our Kandinsky-inspired
abstract line paintings, we really went
crazy for lines! We even used paper to
create line sculptures inspired by Alexander Liberman. While working with line, we also
explored texture painting and touched on color,
learning ROYGBIV color order and warm/cool
colors. We also learned how to use and care for
a variety of art supplies, from watercolors and
tempera paints, to chalk pastel, scissors and glue,
developing our skills across mediums of painting,
sculpture, collage and printmaking.

2nd Grade Choice, Collaboration & Exploration
After finishing their Yayoi Kusama inspired
pumpkins in September, second graders decided that they wanted to keep studying Kusama
by making models of her interactive Obliteration Room exhibit. Students worked collaboratively in small groups to plan, design and create
their model rooms. Each student painted one
wall of the room, using Kusama’s iconic dot patterns on the inside, and painting a personal, creative interpretation of Kusama and her work on the outside. They also used painted paper to construct
furniture and sculptures to adorn their model rooms.
McDonald International Elementary School
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Fall Highlights:

DRAWING & MORE
3rd Grade Candy Contours
Fall Trimester, third graders spent a lot of
time practicing their observational skills,
learning how to create contour drawings
of both organic and geometric forms.
These drawing exercises culminated in
contour drawings of candy with a Pop Art
twist. After they captured the contours of
their candies and added color with chalk
pastels, students got to eat their still life objects as a tasty reward!

4th Grade Can Contours
Fourth graders similarly spent the Fall practicing
their observational and contour drawing skills. They
also studied Pop Art, replacing Warhol’s Campbell’s Soup cans for LaCroix cans as the subject for
their own Pop Art paintings. They carefully created
contour drawings before adding watercolor. We
are now revisiting this project to create Pop Art
backgrounds for their cans.

5th Grade Still Life Assessments
Fifth graders spent much of the Fall on the Cornerstone Still Life Assessment. After completing their assessments, they spent
the remainder of the trimester focusing on the goal of craftsmanship.
While creating a series of fruit studies,
they practiced care and effort to develop skills and techniques across different media.
McDonald International Elementary School
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Fall Highlights:

MEMORIALS & MAYA LIN
For Veterans Day, kindergarten through 4th grade students learned about
the artist/architect Maya Lin and her design for the Vietnam Veterans Memorial. In library class, students read Eve Bunting’s book, The Wall, and in art
class we studied pictures of the memorial, in addition to reading Jeanne
Walker Harvey’s Maya Line: Artist-Architect of Light and Lines. All the while
we tried to think about the question, “How do artists honor veterans?”.

K –2nd The Wall
Kindergarten, first and
second grade students
got to make a “wall” of
their very own, using chalk
pastel. On this long black
wall, much like the one Maya Lin designed, they drew images, symbols and
words to honor veterans.

3rd & 4th Memorial Contest
While studying Maya Lin’s original
sketches and designs, third and fourth
graders focused on the design process,
exploring questions like, “What should a
memorial look like?” and “How should
people feel when they visit memorials?”. After learning about Maya Lin,
and the contest she won to design the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial, students made their very own memorial designs to enter into class contests. These designs could honor any veterans at
any point in history. Some students chose to honor those lost in recent tragedies, like the Las Vegas shootings, rather than veterans. Students drew up
multiple sketches of their memorials from various perspectives, to help generate and hone their ideas. They created a final rendering of their memorials in chalk pastel and wrote proposals, just like Maya Lin did for her contest.
McDonald International Elementary School
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Fall Highlights:

WINTER FUN
K & 1st Snowy Nightscape Prints
Kindergarteners and first graders got to spend the last few
weeks before Winter Break experimenting with printmaking
and collage techniques to create Snowy Nightscapes. They
began by using toilet paper rolls
and Q-tips to print snowman
bodies. Then they used colorful
paper to cut and collage details and winter accessories for
their snowmen.

2nd Winter Wonderlandscapes
Second graders finished out the trimester learning about value scales
and both watercolor and tempera
painting techniques, to make their
“Winter Wonderlandsacpes”.
They learned “wet-on-wet”
and salted watercolor techniques to create a snowy sky
background with cold colors.
Then they learned about value
scales and practiced mixing
tints and shades of blue to create a snowy foreground, middle ground and background
for their landscapes.
McDonald International Elementary School
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Art in Conversation...
Ms. Amanda loves talking about art, but we all know that the most special way to learn about what’s going on in Studio 205 is to hear about it
from the students themselves! If you’re looking to chat about art with
your kiddos, here are some questions you could think about asking…

Kindergarten & 1st Grade
Who is Larry the Line? Can you teach me his poem?
What are the primary colors? What are the secondary colors?
How can I make secondary colors?

1st & 2nd Grade
What is the difference between shape and form?

What is the difference between primary and secondary colors?
What happens when I mix primary colors together?
Can you teach me how to draw a cartoon face?

3rd Grade
When we talk about art, what does value mean? What’s a value scale?
How do you make tints? How do you make shades?

What’s the coolest color you ever mixed? How did you make it?

4th Grade
When we talk about art, what does value mean? What’s a value scale?
How do you make tints? How do you make shades?

5th Grade
How does printmaking work? How is it different than drawing or painting
a normal picture?
McDonald International Elementary School
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Artsonia Update
Thank you so much for all your Artsonia comments and orders this year. We
have already raised over $600 on Artsonia. I will be using a portion of these
new funds to purchase an iPad for Studio 205, to help photograph student
art. Artsonia is such an awesome platform for sharing and archiving the
fabulous art that students make at McDonald. It has become an essential
tool for my communication, assessment and fundraising. However, uploading student art onto Artsonia is a HUGE JOB. With over 1600 pieces of art uploaded in Fall trimester alone, I need all the help I can get in order for us to
continue benefiting from this platform. THANK YOU to the parents who have
been coming in on a regular basis to work on Artsonia. I welcome anyone
else who might have time an interest in helping out, to sign up as a Studio
205 volunteer.

Community Connections
Our community offers lots of opportunities for you to explore art with your
children on the weekends! If you find yourself looking for something fun to
do, check out the info and links below:
FREE Events & Opportunities
•

Did you know you can get museum passes with your Seattle Public Library Card? Find
out how here!

•

Find updated information about local Art Walks and events in this ART GUIDE or here.

Happening Soon
•

Figuring History: Robert Colescott, Kerry James Marshall, Mickalene Thomas, SAM, 02/15 - 05/13

Happening Now
•

Tavares Strachan: Always, Sometimes, Never, Frye Museum, 01/27 04/15

Follow this link to SAM’s family programs page.
McDonald International Elementary School
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